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Abstract

Nucleon-nucleon short range correlated (NN SRC) pairs account for about 25% of

nucleons in medium to heavy nuclei and about 75% of the nucleon’s kinetic energy.

Almost all high-momentum protons in nuclei have a correlated partner and that

partner is almost always a neutron. While this general outline of nucleon pairing is

explained by the nucleon-nucleon tensor force, we still do not understand quantita-

tively the details of the pairings. To learn more, we plan to systematically study how

changing the number of protons and neutrons in a nucleus changes the probability

of NN SRC pairings.

To do this, we will measure the (e, e0p) reaction over a range of kinematics on

several nuclei: d, 12C, 40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe. With this data, we will be able to

determine the relative probability of finding high-momentum (p > pfermi) and low

momentum (p < pfermi) protons in each nucleus. This will allow an experimental

determination of how the pairing probability changes from the lightest symmetric

nucleus, d, to 12C, to a heavy symmetric nucleus 40Ca; as well as determining the

pairing probabilities with 8 more neutrons by going from 40Ca to 48Ca and then by

adding 6 more protons going from 48Ca to 54Fe. The eight extra neutrons in 48Ca

compared to 40Ca constitute a 40% increase in the neutron number. These eight

neutrons are in the 1f7/2 shell, outside the 40Ca closed shell, and are thus in very

di↵erent orbitals from the protons they are expected to form pairs with.

The cross sections will be measured at high Q2 and x > 1 to reduce the e↵ects of

Meson Exchange Currents and Isobar Currents and in non-perpendicular kinematics

to reduce the e↵ects of Final State Interactions. We will use 40 uA of 11 GeV

beam in Hall-C and detect the scattered electrons in the SHMS and the knocked out

protons in the HMS. We request four days of beamtime to significantly improve our

quantitative understanding of nucleon pairing in nuclei.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

A. Short Range Correlated NN Pairs in Nuclei

The mean field approximation describes bulk properties of nuclei such as shell structure,

excitation energies, and spins remarkably well; however, only about 70% of nucleons occupy

mean field orbitals [1, 2]. Describing the dynamics of the remaining nucleons is a major

challenge facing nuclear physics today.

The Je↵erson Lab 6 GeV program made tremendous progress in understanding these

remaining nucleons. Results from inclusive (e, e0) measurements at x = Q2/2m⌫ > 1 (see

Section II B for variable definitions) indicate that the nucleon momentum distributions in all

nuclei are remarkably similar for p > 275 MeV/c [3–5]. About 25% of nucleons in medium

to heavy nuclei have momentum greater than the typical mean-field (Fermi) momentum,

p > pfermi where pfermi ⇡ 250 MeV/c [4, 5]. Exclusive (e, e0pN) measurements show that

in the symmetric 4He and 12C nuclei, almost every proton with momentum 300 < k <

600 MeV/c has a correlated partner nucleon, with neutron-proton (np) pairs outnumbering

proton-proton (pp) and, by inference, neutron-neutron (nn) pairs by a factor of ⇡ 20 [6–8].

In asymmetric heavy nuclei with unequal numbers of the di↵erent fermions, high-momentum

protons still disproportionately belong to np pairs [9]. The observed np-SRC dominance in

heavy nuclei is a non-trivial result since in these heavy nuclei, nucleons from di↵erent shells

could create l 6= 0 pp and nn pairs with non-zero spin that are also sensitive to the tensor

part of the NN -interaction, thereby diminishing the observed np dominance observed in

light nuclei. Two of these results were published in Science [6, 9].

The observed np-SRC pair dominance also implies that in heavy neutron-rich nuclei the

high-momentum tail contains the same amount of neutrons and protons, leaving the excess

neutrons to occupy low-momentum states (see Fig. 1). This leads to a possible inversion of

momentum sharing between protons and neutrons where protons (i.e. the minority) have

larger average momentum. This inversion should be universal for two-component Fermi

systems with a short-range interaction between the di↵erent Fermions.
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FIG. 1: A schematic representation of the main characteristics of the momentum distribution,
n(k), of asymmetric nuclei. The dashed lines show the standard non-interacting system while the
solid lines show the e↵ect of including a short-range interaction between di↵erent Fermions which
creates a high-momentum (k > kF ) tail. This is analogous to a dance party with a majority of
girls, where boy-girl interactions will make the average boy dance more than the average girl, and
hence the boys will have larger average momentum [9].

B. Implications of momentum sharing in imbalanced Fermi systems

The np-dominance of SRC pairs and the resulting inversion of the momentum sharing in

heavy neutron-rich imbalanced nuclei have wide ranging implications in astro, nuclear and

particle physics. These include the determination of the density dependence of the nuclear

symmetry-energy up to supra-nuclear densities [10–15], analysis of neutrino-nucleus scat-

tering data for the determination of the nature of the electro-weak interaction [16, 17], the

quark structure of bound nucleons through the EMC e↵ect [18, 19], the isospin dependence

of the EMC e↵ect as a cause of the standard-model NuTeV anomaly [18, 20–23], double-

beta decay matrix elements [24], neutron star equation of state and cooling rates [25], the

universality of contact interactions in Fermi systems [26], etc.

1. Neutrino-nucleus scattering

One application of SRCs is in neutrino physics where most experiments still use a simple

relativistic Fermi gas model to describe the nucleus. Recent high precision measurements of

charged current quasi-elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering cross-sections [16, 17] show the need

to include the e↵ects of np-SRC pairs in both their reaction model and detector response.
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This is expected to be a crucial ingredient in facilitating the precision requirements of next

generation neutrino experiments, that require high precision measurements on neutrino and

anti-neutrino interactions with asymmetric nuclei [27]. This proposed experiment will help

us understand precisely which nucleons form SRC pairs, which in turn will improve our

understanding of neutrino-nucleus interactions. In this way, these proposed measurements

will complement experiment E12-14-012, which has been approved to extract the spectral

function (i.e., the single-nucleon properties) of 40Ar.

2. The EMC e↵ect and the NuTeV anomaly

FIG. 2: The strength of the EMC e↵ect plot-
ted vs the relative probability of a nucleon to
belong to an SRC pair for a variety of nuclei.
See Refs. [18, 19] for details.

The deep inelastic scattering cross section for scattering from bound nucleons di↵ers from

that of free nucleons. This phenomenon, first discovered 30 years ago, is known as the EMC

e↵ect, and its origin is still not fully understood [28–32]. The EMC e↵ect implies modifi-

cation of bound nucleon structure [32] and its size is linearly correlated with the number

of SRC (high momentum) pairs in nuclei (see Fig. 2) [18, 19]. This implies the possibil-

ity that both stem from high momentum (i.e., large virtuality) nucleons in the nucleus.

Two 12-GeV experiments will measure deep inelastic scattering (DIS) o↵ one nucleon in the

deuteron by detecting (tagging) the high-momentum backward-angle spectator protons [33]

or neutrons [34]. By measuring the nucleon-momentum dependence of the bound nucleon

structure functions, these experiments will determine whether the EMC e↵ect is due to a

small modification of the large number of mean-field nucleons or a large modification of the

smaller number of SRC nucleons.

Theoretical calculations show that an isospin dependent EMC e↵ect in neutron-rich nu-

clei, and in particular iron, could explain the NuTeV anomaly [23]. The latter is a three
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standard deviation di↵erence from the Standard Model prediction in the measurement of

the electroweak-mixing (Weinberg) angle using neutrino scattering from iron [22]. One orig-

inal model employed a mean-field model to explain the possible existence of such an isospin

dependent result. Alternatively, if the EMC nucleon modification is dominated by high

momentum nucleons and protons have higher average momentum than neutrons in N > Z

nuclei, then this would provide an alternative model for an isospin dependent EMC e↵ect

which could quantitatively explain the NuTeV anomaly. By studying how changing the num-

ber of protons and neutrons a↵ects the number of high momentum protons, our proposed

measurement will provide input to calculations of the NuTeV anomaly.

3. The nuclear symmetry energy

The nuclear symmetry energy describes how the energy per nucleon in nuclear matter

changes as a function of the proton fraction. While its value at the nuclear saturation density

is relatively well constrained [14], its density dependence is not, largely due to uncertainties

in the tensor component of the nucleon-nucleon interaction [12, 13]. Knowledge of this

density dependence at supra-nuclear densities is important for di↵erent aspects of nuclear

astrophysics and in particular neutron stars [14]. Recent calculations show that the inclusion

of high-momentum tails, dominated by tensor force induced np-SRC pairs, dramatically

softens the nuclear symmetry energy at supra-nuclear densities [10–13]. Including these

high-momentum tails decreases the kinetic part of the nuclear symmetry energy at nuclear

density from the free Fermi Gas Model value of +12.5 MeV to �10 MeV, increasing the

potential part at saturation density and softening its density dependence [15]. Measuring

the change in the average proton momentum (and hence, kinetic energy) as we change the

number of neutrons and protons will help us refine this calculation.

4. Cooling rates of neutron stars

Theoretical analysis of neutrino cooling data indicates that neutron stars contain about

5 to 10% protons and electrons in the crust. Calculations show that np-dominance of SRC

pairs in asymmetric nuclei and nuclear matter can bring a large fraction of the protons above

their Fermi momentum, opening holes below the Fermi momentum. The existence of such
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fast protons and the resulting holes in the Fermi sphere might allow for some direct, rather

than modified, Urca cooling of neutron stars, even below threshold [25]. Since direct Urca

cooling is about 106 times faster than modified Urca cooling, small changes could have a

disproportionate impact on the cooling rate and the star lifetime.

New, high-precision data on the dynamics of 2N-SRC pairs in heavy nuclei and their

dependence on the nuclear asymmetry will improve the accuracy and increase the reliability

of such calculations.

5. Ultra-cold interacting Fermi Systems

Two-component many-body Fermi systems with a short-range interaction that is strong

between di↵erent Fermions and weak between Fermions of the same type have several uni-

versal features [35] including the existence of a high-momentum tail (k > kF ) that scales as

n(k) = Ck�4 and is dominated by short-range correlated (SRC) pairs of di↵erent Fermions.

The scale factor, C, is known as Tan’s contact and describes the thermodynamics of the

system.

FIG. 3: The scaled momentum distri-
bution, k4n(k) in units of kF , for nuclear
(top) and atomic (bottom) systems. Bot-
tom: The measured momentum distribution
of 40K atoms in a symmetric two-spin state
ultra-cold gas with a short-range interac-
tion between the di↵erent spin-states [36].
Top: The proton momentum distribution
in deuterium calculated with state-of-the-art
nucleon-nucleon potentials (solid lines) and
the extracted from d(e, e0p) cross-section mea-
surements (blue points). The dashed lines are
the results of a fit to a constant at k > 1.5kF .
See Ref. [26] for details.

The high-momentum tail and the thermodynamic Tan relations were experimentally ver-

ified in two-spin state ultra-cold atomic gases [36]. Fig. 3 shows the scaled momentum dis-

tribution, k4n(k) in units of kF , of 40K atoms in ultra-cold balanced two-spin state atomic

gas (bottom) [36] and of nucleons bound in deuterium (top) [26]. The deuteron momentum
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distribution is calculated using state-of-the-art nucleon-nucleon potentials and extracted

from d(e, e0p) measurements. Both distributions have the same normalization for n(k). The

momentum distribution in both systems scales as k�4 starting at k ⇡ 1.5kF [26].

FIG. 4: The pairing probability, C, as a func-
tion of the dimensionless interaction strength
for atomic and nuclear systems. See Ref. [26]
for details.

Since the deuteron momentum distribution is proportional to k�4 and the nuclear mo-

mentum distributions at k > 275 MeV/c are proportional to the deuteron’s [3–5], the mo-

mentum distribution for all nuclei scales as k�4 for k > 275 MeV/c. Fig. 4 shows the

pairing probability, known as the Contact, for nuclear and atomic systems as a function of

their dimensionless interaction strength. Despite at least a 20 order-of-magnitude di↵erence

in density, the atomic and nuclear systems have the same pairing probability for the same

interaction strength.

A detailed study of the np-dominance of SRC pairs in heavy nuclei and its dependence on

the nuclear asymmetry will allow a further study of the connection between Tan’s universal

relations, nuclei, and nuclear matter.
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II. SHORT RANGE NUCLEON PAIRING MECHANISMS

We know from previous measurements that almost all high momentum nucleons in nuclei

belong to SRC NN pairs and that these pairs are predominantly np pairs, even in heavy

asymmetric nuclei such as lead. We also know that this unlike-fermion pairing is similar to

pairing in two-component ultra-cold atomic gases. This pairing could also invert the average

momentum in asymmetric nuclei, giving the minority nucleons more average momentum

than the majority. However, we do not know the exact details of this pairing mechanism.

FIG. 5: The per-nucleon (e, e0) cross section ratio of 48Ca to 40Ca. The ratio in the scaling region
(1.7 < x < 2 for Q2 ⇡ 1.3 and 1.5 < x < 2 for Q2 ⇡ 2 GeV2) is about 0.97 [37].

E08-014 measured the per-nucleon ratio of (e, e0) cross sections for 48Ca to 40Ca at 1.25 

Q2  2 GeV2 [37]. If SRC is independent of isospin (i.e., due to all possible nn, np and pp

pairs), then the cross section for scattering from one nucleon in an SRC pair is

� / 2�ep(Z(Z � 1)/2) + (�ep + �en)(NZ) + 2�en(N(N � 1)/2) . (1)

At the E08-014 measured momentum transfer, �ep ⇡ 3�en. Thus, for isospin independent

SRC, the per-nucleon cross section ratio of 48Ca to 40Ca should be 1.10. On the other

hand, if SRC are dominated by np pairs and we apply simple pair counting (e.g., NZ), then

the expected ratio of 48Ca to 40Ca would be 1.17. These predictions are very similar and

di�cult to distinguish experimentally. However, the measured per-nucleon cross section ratio

is about 0.97, disagreeing with both simple predictions (see Fig. 5). A more sophisticated

calculation counting the number of NN pairs in a nodeless relative S-state [38–40] predicted

a ratio of 0.99. This is discussed in more detail below.
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FIG. 6: The proton-proton (left) and proton-neutron (right) momentum distribution in 4He
averaged over the directions of the relative (~q) and total ( ~Q) pair momenta as a function of q for
several fixed values of Q from 0 to 1.25 fm�1 [41].

Exact calculations of nuclear wave functions are only possible for relatively light nuclei,

up to approximately 12C [41]. They find that np pairs dominate at high relative momentum

(300  prel  600 MeV/c) (see Fig. 6). Even in 8He, where combinatorially there are

more nn pairs than np pairs, the momentum density of the np pairs is greater than the nn

pairs at prel > 200 MeV/c. This is one more example of the failure of simple pair-counting

combinatorics.

FIG. 7: Mass dependence of the number of pp (top
panel) and pn (bottom panel) SRC pairs of nucleus A
relative to 12C . Data (small black circles with error
bars) are extracted from the measured CLAS A(e, e0p)
and A(e, e0pp) cross-section ratios [9, 21] after correct-
ing for FSI. The green squares correspond with uncon-
ditional counting of the pp pairs (Z(Z�1)/30) and pn
pairs (ZN/36) for 12C, 16O, 27Al, 40Ca, 48Ca, 56Fe,
63Cu, 108Ag, and 208Pb. The yellow diamonds are
the ratios obtained by counting independent particle
model (IPM) pairs in relative S or P states. The blue
triangles count IPM (l = 0, n = 0) pairs. The solid
line denotes the result of a reaction-model calculation
for scattering from close-proximity (zero-range) pairs
which takes full account of the experimental phase
space [42].
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Ryckebusch, Cosyn and collaborators [40] have calculated single-nucleon momentum dis-

tributions in heavier nuclei by shifting the complexity induced by SRC from the wave func-

tions to the operators. They find that the SRC-related high momentum tail of the single-

nucleon momentum distribution is dominated by correlation operators acting on mean-field

pairs with zero relative radial and angular momentum quantum numbers (n = 0, l = 0).

Using this method, we calculated the expected number of NN SRC pairs in nuclei from

carbon to lead and compared that to the experimentally extracted number of pn and pp

pairs in those nuclei [38, 39, 42]. The measured number of pp and pn pairs increases far

more slowly than simple combinatorics (Z(Z�1)/2 and NZ respectively) and is much more

consistent with the number of NN pairs with n = 0, l = 0 (see Fig. 7) [42]. Note that the

number of pp pairs is the same for 40Ca and 48Ca, while the number of pn pairs increases

steadily from 40Ca to 48Ca to 56Fe. This implies that adding neutrons to 40Ca increases the

number (and hence the proportion) of high momentum protons and that adding protons to

48Ca increases the number, but not the proportion of high momentum protons.

A. Nucleon-nucleon pairing in nuclei

Since high-momentum protons in the nucleus almost entirely come from SRC NN pairs,

we will use the number of detected high-momentum protons as a measure of the number of

SRC pairs in a given nucleus. We expect these pairs to be predominantly np pairs.

We propose to measure the relative proportion of high-momentum protons in d, C, 40Ca,

48Ca, and 54Fe to test short range pairing mechanisms. d, as the simplest nuclear system,

will serve as a benchmark. C is a light symmetric nucleus that has already been studied

in (e, e0pN) reactions. 40Ca and 48Ca are both doubly closed-shell nuclei. 40Ca has filled

proton and neutron 1s, 1p, and 2s/1d shells. 48Ca has, in addition, eight more neutrons in

the 1f7/2 shell. Somehow these extra 1f7/2 neutrons form SRC pairs with the 40 nucleons

in the inner core. This pairing is non-trivial.

By measuring the relative number of high-momentum protons in C and 40Ca, we can test

how the number pN pairs changes from light to medium symmetric nuclei.

By measuring the relative number of high-momentum protons in 40Ca and 48Ca nuclei,

we can directly measure the extra number of cross-shell np pairs caused by adding eight

1f7/2 neutrons.
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Model 12C 40Ca 48Ca 54Fe 40Ca/C 48Ca/40Ca 54Fe/48Ca 54Fe/40Ca

1 – all protons 12 20 20 26 1.7 1 1.3 1.3

2 – all pairs 234 2740 3380 4862 11.7 1.23 1.44 1.77

3 – all np pairs 36 400 560 728 10.1 1.4 1.30 1.82

4 – S and P np pairs 13.3 138.0 180.9 239.3 10.4 1.31 1.32 1.73

5 – l = 0, n = 0 np pairs 13.2 69.4 83.3 101.7 5.3 1.20 1.22 1.47

TABLE I: The expected number of high-momentum protons for each of the five models listed

[42]. See text for description of models. The values for models 4 and 5 use 56Fe rather 54Fe. The

absolute magnitude of the numbers in each row is arbitrary; only the ratios have any meaning.

Similarly, by adding six 1f7/2 protons to 48Ca, we get 54Fe. These extra protons can pair

with any of the 40 nucleons in the inner shells or with the eight neutrons in the 1f7/2 shell.

Thus, measuring the di↵erence between 40Ca and 48Ca will teach us about the pairing of

protons and neutrons from di↵erent shells and measuring the di↵erence between 48Ca and

54Fe will teach us about the pairing of protons and neutrons from both di↵erent shells and

the same shell.

We can predict the number of high momentum protons in the di↵erent nuclei in several

di↵erent models:

1. isospin independence so that the the number of high momentum protons is propor-

tional to the number of protons,

2. isospin-independent pair dominance with np, pp, and nn combinatorial pairs (see Eq.

1),

3. np pair dominance with combinatorial pairs (NZ),

4. np pair dominance with all relative S and P pairs [42] and

5. np pair dominance with only relative n = 0, l = 0 pairs [42].

The relative number of high-momentum protons for each of the five models is shown in Table

I. Note that the normalizations of the di↵erent rows are very di↵erent so that only the ratios

have any meaning.
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The ratio of high-momentum protons in 40Ca to C varies by a factor of two between the

l = 0, n = 0 np pairs and less restrictive pair counting models. The ratio of high momentum

protons in 48Ca to 40Ca varies by about 20%, and the ratio of high momentum protons in

54Fe to 48Ca varies by about 8%.

We will also compare ratios of the heavier nuclei to deuterium, as the simplest two body

nuclear system.

B. Formalism

The cross section for electron-induced proton knockout from nuclei A(e, e0p) can be writ-

ten (assuming factorization) as:

d6�

d⌫dEmissd⌦ed⌦p
= K�epS

D(Emiss, pmiss)

where �ep is the cross section for scattering an electron from a bound proton, the missing

energy and missing momentum are

Emiss = ⌫ � Tp � TA�1 (2)

~pmiss = ~q � ~pp (3)

where Tp and TA�1 are the kinetic energies of the outgoing proton and residual nucleus, the

momentum transfer ~q = ~pe � ~p0e, S
D(Emiss, pmiss) is the distorted spectral function. and the

kinematical factor K

K =
Eppp
(2⇡)3

.

In the absence of final state interactions (FSI), S is the probability to find a nucleon in

the nucleus with separation energy Emiss and momentum pmiss [43]. The energy transfer

⌫ = E�E 0, E and E 0 are the initial and scattered electron energies, ~pe and ~p0e are the initial

and scattered electron momenta, ~pp is the outgoing proton momentum, and ⌦e and ⌦p are

the electron and proton solid angles respectively. The angle between the recoil momentum

(~precoil = ~pmiss) and ~q is called ✓rq. We will restrict ✓rq to minimize final state interactions

(see Section IIC for details).

We plan to extract the distorted spectral function from the measured cross sections:

SD(Emiss, pmiss) =

✓
1

K�ep

◆
d6�

d⌫dEmissd⌦ed⌦p
(4)
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and then correct it for the e↵ects of FSI.

For each nucleus we plan to measure at one low-pmiss kinematics and one high-pmiss

kinematics. We will correct the distorted spectral function for FSI. For each value of missing

momentum we will only detect protons covering a fraction f(pmiss) of the 4⇡ solid angle

available to ~pmiss. We will further correct our measurement by 1/f to account for this.

We will then integrate the corrected distorted spectral functions over missing energy and

missing momentum. The relative amount of high-momentum protons in each nucleus will

equal the ratio of the integrated distorted spectral functions at high-pmiss and low-pmiss.

The double ratio of the integrated distorted spectral functions at high-pmiss and low-pmiss

for di↵erent nuclei should correspond to the ratios in the last four columns of Table I.

The correction, 1/f , for the undetected protons is purely geometrical. It is easy to

calculate and will also cancel in the double ratio of high-pmiss and low-pmiss for di↵erent

nuclei.

There are a number of uncertainties in the extraction of the distorted spectral function,

including the validity of factorization, the o↵-shell extrapolation of the electron-proton cross

section, and the e↵ects of FSI. Over the limited acceptance of the spectrometers, factoriza-

tion should be accurate to about 10% and the e↵ects of factorization should cancel almost

completely when calculating cross section ratios. Similarly, while there are several di↵erent

o↵-shell prescriptions for the electron-proton cross section [44], the e↵ects of these will also

cancel when calculating ratios at similar pmiss. The e↵ect of FSI is discussed in section IIC.

C. Final State Interactions

We want to extract the

• ratios of high to low momentum protons in each of d, C, 40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe,

• ratios of high-momentum protons in heavier nuclei to deuterium and in 40Ca to C,

40Ca to 48Ca and in 54Fe to 48Ca, and

• double ratios of high to low momentum protons in heavier nuclei to deuterium, 40Ca

to C, 40Ca relative to 48Ca, and in 54Fe relative to 48Ca.

We will need to correct each of these ratios for the e↵ects of final state interactions (FSI).
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There are two general e↵ects from rescattering of the outgoing proton: a shift in momen-

tum due to the real part of the proton-nucleus potential, and rescattering of the proton that

changes its momentum and potentially knocks out a second nucleon. Loss of protons from

a particular kinematic bin can be calculated accurately in the Glauber approximation for

high momentum protons. Rescattering of protons into a particular kinematic bin is harder

to calculate.

We will measure the (e, e0p) reaction at small angles between the momentum transfer

and the recoil momentum, ✓rq  40�, to significantly reduce contributions from nucleon

rescattering.

FIG. 8: The calculated 3He(e, e0p) ratio of the cross section which includes rescattering of the
struck nucleon (FSI) to the PWIA cross section for pmiss = 0.2 (blue), 0.4 (green), and 0.5 (red)
GeV/c as a function of ✓rq, the angle between the recoil momentum and ~q in the laboratory frame
[45].

This rescattering of protons into a particular kinematic bin is maximum at perpendicular

kinematics, where the angle between the recoil momentum and the momentum transfer,

✓rq ⇡ 70�. This happens because most collisions between high-momentum protons and

other nucleons in the nucleus deflect the high-momentum only slightly, kicking the struck

nucleon out at about 70� (non-relativistically it would be about 90�). This can be seen

clearly in calculations of the data of [46], where the cross section at pmiss > 250 MeV/c and

Emiss ⇡ p2miss/2m is due almost entirely to rescattering. Calculations by Sargsian [45] for

3He(e, e0p) show very large contributions due to proton rescattering peaked at ✓rq ⇡ 70�. In

order to avoid these regions where rescattering is much larger than the SRC signal, we will
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choose ✓rq  40�.

We will calculate the rescattering of protons out of our kinematic bins using the Glauber

approximation. Glauber calculations have been shown to reproduce nucleon transparency

measurements in nuclei [47]. In addition, since we are primarily interested in the relative

proportions of high- and low-initial-momentum protons in the di↵erent nuclei, we are pri-

marily sensitive to the di↵erence in the transparency from 40Ca to 54Fe. The measured

transparency in 56Fe at Q2 = 3.3 GeV2 is T = 0.4 [48]. The calculated transparency for

knocked-out protons at Q2 = 2.4 GeV2 and 50  pmiss  150 MeV/c (i.e., for kinematics

similar to our proposed kinematics) is about T = 0.43, 0.37, and 0.36 for 40Ca, 48Ca, and

54Fe, respectively. This di↵erence is consistent with the expected variation of the opacity

(equals one minus the transparency) as A1/3.

For a given nucleus, protons with large and small pmiss have the same measured trans-

parency [47]. Therefore the ratio of the large pmiss to small pmiss cross sections for a given

nucleus should be independent of FSI.

The ratios of high-momentum protons in 40Ca to 48Ca and in 54Fe to 48Ca will need to be

corrected for FSI. We will calculate the small change in the transparency from 54Fe to 48Ca

and from 48Ca to 40Ca and compensate the data for it. In addition, we will construct an

artificial, approximately N = Z nucleus by averaging the results for 40Ca and 54Fe. Since the

transparency of (40Ca+54Fe)/2 and 48Ca should be very similar, the ratio of high momentum

protons in (40Ca + 54Fe)/2 to 48Ca should be almost independent of FSI.

D. Impact on the 12 GeV JLab program

The results of this proposed measurement will complement other 12 GeV JLab exper-

iments, particularly measurements of the spectral function of 40Ar, inclusive quasielastic

(e, e0) measurements of nuclei at x > 1, and inclusive deep inelastic (e, e0) measurements of

nuclei at x < 1 (EMC e↵ect).

E12-14-012 will measure electro-induced proton knockout from 40Ar (or possibly Ti) to

extract its spectral function (i.e., its single-nucleon properties). They will measure the

missing momentum distribution of the cross section for the di↵erent mean-field orbitals in

argon (1s1/2, 2s1/2, 1p1/2, 1p3/2, 1d3/2 and 1d5/2). Our measurement will focus instead on the

knockout of high-momentum protons belonging to short range correlated pairs, studying
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how their number changes when we change the number of neutrons and then the number of

protons in the nucleus. Our measurement of SRC protons will thus complement E12-14-012’s

measurement of primarily mean-field protons.

E12-06-105 will measure inclusive electron scattering (e, e0) on a wide variety of nuclei at

1.4 < x and Q2  5 GeV2 to extend previous studies of short range correlations in few-body

and heavy nuclei. However, inclusive cross section measurements cannot distinguish between

electron scattering from a proton or from a neutron and thus cannot distinguish between

pp and pn SRC pairs. By studying how the number of high-momentum protons changes

when we change the number of neutrons and then the number of protons in the nucleus, our

experiment will provide complementary information.

E12-10-108 will measure the EMC e↵ect in inclusive deep inelastic (e, e0) measurements

of nuclei at x < 1. By comparing their measurements of the EMC e↵ect to the SRC ratios

measured at x > 1.4 in E12-06-105, they will extend our understanding of the EMC-SRC

correlation. By studying the details of proton-neutron pairing, our experiment will provide

complementary information that will help us understand how the EMC e↵ect and SRC ratios

change from 40Ca to 48Ca.

Proposal PR12-14-007, ”Constraints on Isovector-Dependent Nuclear Modification Ef-

fects Using Parity-Violating Deep Inelastic Scattering, seeks to measure the flavor-dependent

nuclear medium modification (i.e., the EMC e↵ect) in 48Ca. The 48Ca nucleus is chosen to

maximize isospin asymmetry e↵ects in a relatively well controlled nuclear environment. As

mentioned, many models of the EMC e↵ect relate medium modification of the bound nu-

cleon structure to the virtuality of the nucleons in the nucleus, which is dominated by SRC

nucleons. If in 48CaSRC pairs are dominated by np-SRC pairs, protons will have larger

probabality than neutrons to have high momentum which will naturally lead to an isospin

dependent EMC e↵ect. Observing the latter is the goal of PR12-14-007. This proposal

and ours are complementary measurements that will shed light on the origin of the recent

correlations between EMC and SRC pairs in nuclei and the isospin dependent EMC e↵ect

as an explanation to the NuTeV anomaly.
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E. Previous Measurements

While there have been a number of (e, e0p) experiments at Je↵erson Lab [46, 48–59], they

have almost all focused on measuring nuclear transparencies or single nucleon properties

of nuclei (i.e., nucleon knockout from valence shells). Very few have measured (e, e0p) at

SRC kinematics. Some experiments focused on measuring the correlated partner of the

knocked-out proton [6, 8, 60]. However, these experiments measured nucleon knockout

from symmetric nuclei (He and C) and were thus insensitive to the e↵ects on the proton

momentum distribution of adding neutrons.

Both Rohe et al [57] and Benmokhtar et al [46] measured (e, e0p) over a wide range of

missing energy and missing momentum to look for the e↵ects of correlations. Benmokhtar

measured the 3He(e, e0p) cross section in perpendicular kinematics (where the missing mo-

mentum and hence the undetected nucleon is perpendicular to the momentum transfer) and

thus their cross sections in the correlations region are dominated by nucleon rescattering.

Rohe et al. extracted the nuclear spectral function as a function of Emiss for three di↵erent

values of pmiss in parallel kinematics [57]. They compared the measured spectral function to

calculations, finding reasonable agreement only at pmiss ⇡ 250 MeV/c. They were interested

in observing the existence of the correlated part of the spectral function. Our experiment

will study in detail how the correlated part changes from 40Ca to 48Ca to 54Fe.

The overall proportion of high momentum nucleons in various nuclei has been extracted

from per-nucleon ratios of A(e, e0) to d(e, e0) cross sections. This has been measured for

nuclei from 3He to Au. As shown in Fig. 5 and discussed in Sec. I A, the per-nucleon ratios

of 48Ca(e, e0) to 40Ca(e, e0) cross sections is one. This measurement is sensitive to both high-

momentum protons and neutrons in Ca. Our measurement will complement the inclusive

(e, e0) measurement, since it is only sensitive to protons.

This will be the first (e, e0p) measurement at Je↵erson Lab to investigate the e↵ects on

nucleon SRC pairing of adding a large number of neutrons and then a large number of

protons in medium to heavy nuclei.
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III. THE PROPOSED MEASUREMENT

We will measure the (e, e0p) cross section on d, C, 40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe at high and

low missing momentum at large Q2 and non-perpendicular kinematics. For the high pmiss

kinematics we chose Q2 ⇡ 3.5 GeV2 to minimize the e↵ects of Meson Exchange Currents

and Isobar Configurations (� production). We chose ✓rq < 40� to minimize the e↵ects of

Final State Interactions at large missing momentum. This reduces the energy transfer and

thus gives x = Q2/2m⌫ > 1, also reducing the e↵ects of MEC and IC.

We will extract the relative probability for a proton to be at high-pmiss (pmiss > pFermi ⇡

250 MeV/c) by calculating the ratio of the integrated cross section for high-pmiss to low-pmiss

in each of the three nuclei. We will construct several ratios:

• single ratios of high to low momentum protons in each of d, C, 40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe,

• single ratios of high-momentum protons in heavier nuclei to deuterium, 40Ca to C,

40Ca to 48Ca and in 54Fe to 48Ca, and

• double ratios of high to low momentum protons in heavy nuclei relative to deuterium,

40Ca relative to C, 40Ca relative to 48Ca, and in 54Fe relative to 48Ca.

The first and third ratios will be independent of FSI. The second will be corrected for the

change in transparency among the various nuclei. Note that there is only a small change in

transparency between 40Ca and 54Fe.

We will use an 11 GeV beam and measure the scattered electron in the SHMS and the

knocked out proton in the HMS. The SHMS will operate at a scattering angle of 10�.

We will use the existing Je↵erson Lab 0.5-cm thick, 0.93 g/cm2 48Ca target, along with

similar 40Ca and 54Fe targets. Both 40Ca and 54Fe target materials are readily available.

The 40Ca and 48Ca targets can take at least 40 µA of beam; the C, 54Fe and d targets can

take up to 80 µA.

The proposed kinematics are shown in Table II.

A. From cross section to ratios

As described in Section II B, we will measure the (e, e0p) cross section at high- and low-

pmiss on d, C, 40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe. We will extract the distorted spectral function using Eq.
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TABLE II: Proposed kinematics and beam time for the measurement.

Q2 EBeam E0
e ✓e |pp| ✓p pmiss

GeV2 GeV GeV GeV/c GeV/c

3.5 11 9.85 10.0� 1.80 43.0� 0.45

3.5 11 9.85 10.0� 1.90 42.5� 0.15

4, correct it for the e↵ects of FSI using the Glauber approximation [61], and correct it for

the limited pmiss-dependent geometrical acceptance. We will then integrate the cross section

over missing energy (up to ⇡-emission threshold) and missing momentum. The low-pmiss

bin will be integrated from 0 to 250 MeV/c and the high-pmiss bin will be integrated from

about 350 to 550 MeV/c.

We will then construct the ratio of high-pmiss to the sum of low- and high-pmiss protons

for each nucleus. These ratios will give the fraction of high momentum protons, and hence

the protons belonging to SRC-pairs in each nucleus. We will compare these single-ratios

to calculations of the proportions of high-momentum protons in the di↵erent nuclei. The

e↵ects of FSI should largely cancel in these ratios.

We will then construct the double ratios of high-pmiss to the sum of low- and high-pmiss

protons for pairs of nuclei. The e↵ects of FSI, ambiguities in the o↵-shell electron-proton

cross section, and the geometrical extrapolation should all cancel in this double ratio. These

double ratios should correspond to relative amounts of high-momentum protons in the last

four columns of Table I.

B. Rate Estimates

To calculate the expected rates for this experiment at low-pmiss we used SIMC with spec-

tral functions for the appropriate nuclei, scaled by their calculated transparencies. In the

absence of realistic high-pmiss nuclear spectral functions for heavy nuclei, we estimated the

high-pmiss rates for this experiment by extrapolating from a similar experiment at lower

momentum transfer. We extrapolated the rates in two ways, first doing simple extrapola-

tions using the luminosity, electron-proton cross section, and acceptance and second using

the deuterium momentum distribution as a proxy for the high-pmiss distribution. At high
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momenta the d, 12C, 40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe momentum distributions all have the same shape,

and the per-nucleon magnitude was measured by Refs. [5, 37].

For our kinematics we ran SIMC in the following configuration:

1. electrons detected at the SHMS, protons at the HMS.

2. Beam dimensions 89⇥ 42µm2.

3. Collimator in place.

4. liquid “deuterium” target characteristics:

(a) 40Ca density 1.55 g/cm3.

(b) Target length 0.5 cm - areal density of 0.775 g/cm2).

5. Total beam charge 1.152 C, equivalent to a single 8-hour shift with a beam current of

40 µA.

6. The proposed kinematical settings with EBeam = 11 GeV (see Table II)

The following cuts were applied to select the events:

1. SHMS acceptance

(a) �0.04 < ✓(e0) < 0.04 rad,

(b) �0.024 < �(e0) < 0.024 rad,

(c) �0.1 < �(pe)/pe < 0.22.

2. HMS acceptance

(a) �0.06 < ✓(p) < 0.06 rad,

(b) �0.035 < �(p) < 0.035 rad,

(c) �0.1 < �(pp)/pp < 0.1.

3. 1.2 < xB

4. 0.35 GeV/c < pmiss

5. ✓rq < 50�.
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1. Low missing momentum kinematics

For low missing momentum, the spectral functions for heavy nuclei exist, allowing SIMC

to make reasonable rate estimates. Due to the large acceptance of the SHMS, low pmiss

kinematics can also be measured with the same setting as the SHMS high pmiss kinematics,

by relaxing the xB > 1 and high-pmiss cuts. The HMS acceptance is somewhat more limited

and thus requires a slightly di↵erent setting to maximize the acceptance (see Table II).
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FIG. 9: The angle versus the momentum for (left) the electron detected in the SHMS and (right)
ted in the HMS for low missing momentum kinematics with cuts as described in the text.

The simulation was performed using the standard SIMC 56Fe mean-field spectral function

with the same luminosity conditions, HMS and SHMS fiducial cuts, and a pmiss< 250 MeV/c

cut. As expected, the resulting event rate is extremely high, and exceeds 45,000 events/shift.

See Figs. 9 and 10 for the predicted kinematic variables distributions.

2. High missing momentum kinematics

JLab experiment E01-015 ran in Hall-A and measured the 12C(e, e0p) reaction at Q2 = 2

and xB = 1.2, covering the same high missing momentum range of 350 – 550 MeV/c. We

approximately extrapolated that measurement to this one as follows: We first scaled their

event rate to the luminosity of this proposal, to get an event rate of 1920 events per shift. The

Mott cross-section times the proton form factor squared decreased by a factor of about two,
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FIG. 10: On the left, the xB scaling variable versus the momentum transfer, Q2; and, on the
right, the expected number of events versus missing momentum for the low missing momentum
kinematics.

leading to an expected event rate of about 1000 events per shift. However, the considerably

larger momentum acceptance of the Hall C spectrometers, combined with the kinematic

focusing at higher Q2, should increase the e↵ective acceptance by about a factor of four,

leading to a total of about 4000 events per shift.

We quantified this acceptance increase by performing SIMC simulations using the AV18

deuteron momentum distribution for the kinematics and acceptances of E01-015 and of this

experiment.

We first verified this approach by performing SIMC simulations using the kinematics

and acceptances of E01-015 and applying the same experimental cuts. The resulting simu-

lated kinematical distributions matched the experimental ones, thus demonstrating the the

applicability of using the deuteron momentum distribution for heavier nuclei.

We then ran SIMC for the kinematics and acceptances of this experiment. To get the

expected number of high-pmiss
12C events in this experiment, we scaled the measured number

of events for E01-015 by the ratio of the number of simulated events for this experiment

and E01-015. This scaling was consistent with the ballpark estimate described above. We

then extrapolated from 12C to 40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe using the decrease in transparency from

about 0.5 to about 0.4. The per-nucleon high-pmiss momentum distributions in the four

nuclei should be within 20% of each other. The per-nucleon momentum distribution in
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FIG. 11: The angle versus the momentum for (left) the electron detected in the SHMS and (right)
the proton detected in the HMS with cuts as described in the text for the high-pmiss kinematics.
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FIG. 12: On the left, the xB scaling variable versus the momentum transfer, Q2; and, on the
right, the expected distribution of events versus missing momentum (the scale is arbitrary) for the
high-pmiss kinematics with the cuts described in the text.

deuterium should be about four times smaller than that of C, but the losses transparency

and radiative corrections will be much smaller.

The expected kinematical distributions after all cuts are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Based

on the cross section estimates, we expect to get several thousand events on each target for

the high-pmiss kinematics.
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This event rate will allow us to make very precise (⇡ 2%) measurements of the high-pmiss

to low-pmiss ratio and to study the behavior of the ratio as a function of pmiss.
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IV. BEAM TIME REQUEST AND EXPECTED RESULTS

This experiment requires 2 shifts for commissioning, calibrations and target changes, 2

shifts for the low-pmiss measurements on the five targets, and 8 shifts for the high-pmiss

measurements on the five targets (as shown in Table III). Thus, we request a total of four

days of beamtime in Hall-C using the HMS and SHMS in their standard configurations with

11 GeV beam and 40 µA on d, C, 40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe targets. We will require a short

period during the calibration time with a higher current, approximately 60 µA, for current

calibrations and boiling tests.

TABLE III: requested beam time for each target in each kinematics.

kinematics Target Data-Taking Current Expected Number

[Hours] [uA] of Events

high pmiss

2H 12 40 4000

12C 10 40 4000

40Ca 14 40 4000

48Ca 14 40 4000

54Fe 14 40 4000

low pmiss All Targets 16 40 10,000/Target

Commissioning and calibrations 12 20–60

Target and Spectrometer Changes 4 N/A

Total 96 (4 days)

Based on similar experiments [62], we expect a ⇡ 5% systematic uncertainty in the

total cross section, including e↵ects from acceptance corrections, radiative corrections, PID

e�ciency, charge measurement, target thickness, nuclear transparency etc. Most of these

uncertainties will cancel when we construct ratios of cross sections. We conservatively expect

that the remaining systematic uncertainties in the single ratios will be about 2–3% and the

remaining systematic uncertainties in the double ratios (the ratio of high-pmissto low-pmisson

one nucleus to that for a second nucleus) will be 1–2%.

The primary result of this measurement will be double ratios. We will construct the

ratios of high-pmiss to the sum of low- and high-pmiss protons for each nucleus to determine
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the relative probability of high-pmiss protons in each nucleus. We will then construct the

ratio of the relative probability of high-pmiss protons in each nucleus relative to the other

nuclei. The e↵ects of FSI, ambiguities in the o↵-shell electron-proton cross section, and the

geometrical extrapolation should all cancel in this double ratio. These double ratios should

correspond to the relative amounts of high-momentum protons in the di↵erent nuclei in the

last four columns of Table I.

We expect to measure the ratios of the relative amounts of high-momentum protons in

the di↵erent nuclei to 2–3%. This will let us distinguish precisely among the di↵erent pairing

models.
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V. SUMMARY

We propose to increase our understanding of how protons pair in nuclei by measuring the

proportion of high momentum protons in nuclei with dramatically di↵erent atomic weights,

and dramatically di↵erent isospin.

We propose to measure the relative probability of finding high-momentum (p > pfermi)

and low momentum (p < pfermi) protons in d, 12C, 40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe. Deuterium is the

simplest nucleus and 12C is the heaviest exactly calculable nucleus. We will measure how

this probability changes from d, the simplest nucleus, to 12C, a light symmetric nucleus, to

40Ca, a heavier symmetric nucleus, as well as from 40Ca to 48Ca with 8 more neutrons, and

then to 54Fe, with 8 more neutrons and 6 more protons. The eight extra neutrons in 48Ca

constitute a 40% increase in the neutron number. These eight neutrons are in the 1f7/2

shell, outside the 40Ca closed shell, and are thus in very di↵erent orbitals from the protons

they are expected to pair with.

We will measure A(e, e0p) cross sections and extract the probabilities of finding high

and low missing-momentum protons from these cross sections. We will measure these cross

sections at high Q2 and x > 1 to reduce the e↵ects of Meson Exchange Currents and

Isobar Currents, and at non-perpendicular kinematics to reduce the e↵ects of Final State

Interactions. We will use an 11 GeV beam and detect the scattered electron in the SHMS

and the knocked out proton in the HMS.

The double ratios of high and low missing momentum protons in di↵erent nuclei will

correspond to the relative probabilities for protons to belong to SRC pairs in those nuclei.

We will compare these double ratios to di↵erent models of proton pairing.

This measure will significantly improve our quantitative understanding of nucleon pairing

in nuclei.

We request four days of 11 GeV beam time in Hall C for the measurements of d, 12C,

40Ca, 48Ca, and 54Fe(e, e0p).
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The atomic nucleus is composed of two different kinds of fermions: protons and neutrons.
If the protons and neutrons did not interact, the Pauli exclusion principle would force the
majority of fermions (usually neutrons) to have a higher average momentum. Our high-energy
electron-scattering measurements using 12C, 27Al, 56Fe, and 208Pb targets show that even
in heavy, neutron-rich nuclei, short-range interactions between the fermions form correlated
high-momentum neutron-proton pairs. Thus, in neutron-rich nuclei, protons have a greater
probability than neutrons to have momentum greater than the Fermi momentum. This finding
has implications ranging from nuclear few-body systems to neutron stars and may also be
observable experimentally in two-spin–state, ultracold atomic gas systems.

M
any-body systems composed of interacting
fermions are common in nature, ranging
from high-temperature superconductors
and Fermi liquids to atomic nuclei, quark
matter, and neutron stars. Particularly

intriguing are systems that include a short-
range interaction that is strong between unlike
fermions and weak between the same type of
fermions. Recent theoretical advances show that
even though the underlying interaction can be
very different, these systems share several uni-
versal features (1–4). In all of these systems, this
interaction creates short-range–correlated (SRC)
pairs of unlike fermions with a large relative mo-
mentum (krel > kF) and a small center-of-mass
momentum (ktot < kF), where kF is the Fermi
momentum of the system. This pushes fermions
from low momenta (k < kF, where k is the fer-

mion momentum) to high momenta (k > kF),
creating a “high-momentum tail.”
In atomic nuclei, SRC pairs have been studied

using many different reactions, including pick-
up, stripping, and electron and proton scattering.
The results of these studies highlighted the im-
portance of correlations in nuclei, which lead to a
high-momentum tail and decreased occupancy
of low-lying nuclear states (5–13).
Recent experimental studies of balanced (sym-

metric) interacting Fermi systems, with an equal
number of fermions of the two kinds, confirmed
these predictions of a high-momentum tail pop-
ulated almost exclusively by pairs of unlike fer-
mions (8–11, 14–16). These experimentswere carried
out using very different Fermi systems: protons
and neutrons in atomic nuclei and two-spin–state,
ultracold atomic gases. These systems span more

than 15 orders of magnitude in Fermi energy
from 106 to 10!9 eV and exhibit different short-
range interactions [predominantly a strong ten-
sor interaction in the nuclear systems (8, 9, 17, 18)
and a tunable Feshbach resonance in the atomic
system (14, 15)]. For cold atoms, Tan (1–3) showed
that the momentum density decreases as C/k4

for large k. The scale factor, C, is known as Tan’s
contact and describes many properties of the
system (4). Similar pairing of nucleons in nuclei
with k > kF was also predicted in (19).
In this work, we extend these previous studies

to imbalanced (asymmetric) nuclear systems,with
unequal numbers of the different fermions.When
there is no interaction, the Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple pushes the majority fermions (usually neu-
trons) to a higher averagemomentum. Including
a short-range interaction introduces a new uni-
versal feature: the probability for a fermion to have
momentum k> kF is greater for theminority than
for themajority fermions. This is because the short-
range interaction populates the high-momentum
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tail with equal numbers of majority and minority
fermions, thereby leaving a larger fraction of majo-
rity fermions in low-momentumstates (k< kF) (see
Fig. 1). In neutron-rich nuclei, this increases the
average protonmomentumandmay even result in
protons having higher average momentum than
neutrons, inverting the momentum sharing in im-
balanced nuclei from that in noninteracting sys-
tems. Theoretically, this can happen because of
the tensor part of the nucleon-nucleon interac-
tion, which creates predominantly spin-1, isospin-
0 neutron-proton (np) SRC pairs (17, 18).

Here we identify SRC pairs in the high-
momentum tail of nuclei heavier than carbonwith
more neutrons (N) than protons (Z) (i.e., N > Z).
The data show the universal nature of SRC pairs,
which even in lead (N/Z = 126/82) are still pre-
dominantly np pairs. This np-pair dominance
causes a greater fraction of protons than neutrons
to have high momentum in neutron-rich nuclei.
The data presented here were collected in 2004

in Hall B of the Thomas Jefferson National Ac-
celerator Facility using a 5.014-GeV electron beam
incident on 12C, 27Al, 56Fe, and 208Pb targets. We

measured electron-induced two-proton knockout
reactions (Fig. 2). The CEBAF Large Acceptance
Spectrometer (CLAS) (20) was used to detect the
scattered electron and emitted protons. CLAS uses
a toroidal magnetic field and six independent
sets of drift chambers, time-of-flight scintillation
counters, Cerenkov counters, and electromag-
netic calorimeters for charged-particle identifi-
cation and trajectory reconstruction (Fig. 2) (16).
We selected events in which the electron in-

teracts with a single fast proton from an SRC pair
in the nucleus (9, 16) by requiring a large four-
momentumtransferQ2 ! q!2!"w=c#2 > 1:5 GeV2/c2

[where q! and w are the three-momentum and
energy, respectively, transferred to the nucleus
and c is the speed of light] and Bjorken scaling
parameter xB ! Q2="2mN " w# > 1:2 (wheremN

is the nucleonmass). To ensure selection of events
in which the knocked-out proton belonged to
an SRC pair, we further required missing mo-
mentum 300 < jp!missj < 600 MeV/c, where
p!miss ! p!p ! q! with p!p the measured proton
momentum. We suppressed contributions from
inelastic excitations of the struck nucleon by lim-
iting the reconstructed missing mass of the two-
nucleon systemmmiss < 1.1 GeV/c2. In each event,
the leading proton that absorbed the transferred
momentum was identified by requiring that its
momentum p!p is within 25° of q! and that
jp!pj=jq

!j # 0:6 (16, 21).
When a second proton was detected with mo-

mentum greater than 350 MeV/c, it was emitted
almost diametrically opposite to p!miss (see fig. S19).
The observed backward-peaked angular distribu-
tions are very similar for all four measured

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 31 OCTOBER 2014 • VOL 346 ISSUE 6209 615

Fig. 2. Illustration of the CLAS detector with
a reconstructed two-proton knockout event.
For clarity, not all CLAS detectors and sectors
are shown.The inset shows the reaction in which
an incident electron scatters fromaproton-proton
pair via the exchange of a virtual photon. The
human figure is shown for scale.

Fig. 1. Schematic
representation
of the momentum
distribution, n(k), of
two-component
imbalanced Fermi
systems. Red and blue
dashed lines show the
noninteracting system,
whereas the solid
lines show the effect of
including a short-range
interaction between
different fermions.
Such interactions create
a high-momentum tail
(k > kF, where kF is the
Fermi momentum of
the system). This is
analogous to a dance
party with a majority of girls, where boy-girl interactions will make the average boy dance more than the
average girl.
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nuclei. This backward peak is a strong signature
of SRC pairs, indicating that the two emitted
protons were largely back-to-back in the initial
state, having a large relative momentum and a
small center-of-mass momentum (8, 9). This is a
direct observation of proton-proton (pp) SRC
pairs in a nucleus heavier than 12C.
Electron scattering fromhigh–missing-momentum

protons is dominated by scattering from protons
in SRC pairs (9). The measured single-proton
knockout (e,e!p) cross section (where e denotes
the incoming electron, e! the measured scattered
electron, and p the measured knocked-out pro-
ton) is sensitive to the number of pp and np SRC
pairs in the nucleus, whereas the two-proton
knockout (e,e!pp) cross section is only sensitive to
the number of pp-SRC pairs. Very few of the
single-proton knockout events also contained a
second proton; therefore, there are very few
pp pairs, and the knocked-out protons predom-
inantly originated from np pairs.
To quantify this, we extracted the [A(e,e!pp)/

A(e,e!p)]/[12C(e,e!pp)/12C(e,e!p)] cross-section dou-
ble ratio for nucleus A relative to 12C. The double
ratio is sensitive to the ratio of np-to-pp SRC
pairs in the two nuclei (16). Previous measure-
ments have shown that in 12C nearly every high-
momentum proton (k > 300 MeV/c > kF) has a
correlated partner nucleon, with np pairs out-
numbering pp pairs by a factor of ~20 (8, 9).
To estimate the effects of final-state interac-

tions (reinteraction of the outgoing nucleons in
the nucleus), we calculated attenuation factors
for the outgoing protons and the probability of
the electron scattering from a neutron in an np
pair, followed by a neutron-proton single-charge
exchange (SCX) reaction leading to two outgoing
protons. These correction factors are calculated
as in (9) using the Glauber approximation (22)
with effective cross sections that reproduce pre-
viously measured proton transparencies (23), and
using themeasured SCX cross section of (24).We
extracted the cross-section ratios and deduced the
relative pair fractions from the measured yields
following (21); see (16) for details.
Figure 3 shows the extracted fractions of np

and pp SRC pairs from the sum of pp and np
pairs in nuclei, including all statistical, systematic,
and model uncertainties. Our measurements are
not sensitive to neutron-neutron SRC pairs. How-
ever, by a simple combinatoric argument, even in
208Pb these would be only (N/Z)2 ~ 2 times the
number of pp pairs. Thus, np-SRC pairs domi-
nate in all measured nuclei, including neutron-
rich imbalanced ones.

The observed dominance of np-over-pp pairs
implies that even in heavy nuclei, SRC pairs are
dominantly in a spin-triplet state (spin 1, isospin
0), a consequence of the tensor part of the nucleon-
nucleon interaction (17, 18). It also implies that
there are as many high-momentum protons as
neutrons (Fig. 1) so that the fraction of protons
above the Fermi momentum is greater than that
of neutrons in neutron-rich nuclei (25).
In light imbalanced nuclei (A$ 12), variational

Monte Carlo calculations (26) show that this re-
sults in a greater average momentum for the
minority component (see table S1). The minority
component can also have a greater average mo-
mentum in heavy nuclei if the Fermimomenta of
protons and neutrons are not too dissimilar. For
heavy nuclei, an np-dominance toy model that
quantitatively describes the features of the mo-
mentum distribution shown in Fig. 1 shows that
in imbalanced nuclei, the average proton kinetic
energy is greater than that of the neutron, up to
~20% in 208Pb (16).
The observed np-dominance of SRC pairs in

heavy imbalanced nuclei may have wide-ranging
implications. Neutrino scattering from two nu-
cleon currents and SRC pairs is important for the
analysis of neutrino-nucleus reactions, which are
used to study the nature of the electro-weak in-
teraction (27–29). In particle physics, the distribu-
tion of quarks in these high-momentum nucleons
in SRC pairs might be modified from that of free
nucleons (30, 31). Because each proton has a
greater probability to be in a SRC pair than a
neutron and the proton has two u quarks for
each d quark, the u-quark distribution modifica-
tion could be greater than that of the d quarks
(19, 30). This could explain the difference be-
tween the weak mixing angle measured on an
iron target by the NuTeV experiment and that of
the Standard Model of particle physics (32–34).
In astrophysics, the nuclear symmetry energy

is important for various systems, including neu-
tron stars, the neutronization of matter in core-
collapse supernovae, and r-process nucleosynthesis
(35). The decomposition of the symmetry energy
at saturation density (r0 % 0.17 fm!3, the max-
imum density of normal nuclei) into its kinetic
and potential parts and its value at supranuclear
densities (r > r0) are notwell constrained, largely
because of the uncertainties in the tensor com-
ponent of the nucleon-nucleon interaction (36–39).
Although at supranuclear densities other effects
are relevant, the inclusion of high-momentum
tails, dominated by tensor-force–induced np-SRC
pairs, can notably soften the nuclear symmetry

energy (36–39). Our measurements of np-SRC
pair dominance in heavy imbalanced nuclei can
help constrain the nuclear aspects of these cal-
culations at saturation density.
Based on our results in the nuclear system, we

suggest extending the previous measurements of
Tan’s contact in balanced ultracold atomic gases
to imbalanced systems in which the number of
atoms in the two spin states is different. The
large experimental flexibility of these systems will
allow observing dependence of the momentum-
sharing inversion on the asymmetry, density,
and strength of the short-range interaction.
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Fig. 3. The extracted
fractions of np (top)
and pp (bottom) SRC
pairs from the sum of
pp and np pairs in
nuclei.The green and
yellow bands reflect
68 and 95% confidence
levels (CLs), respec-
tively (9). np-SRC pairs dominate over pp-SRC pairs in all measured nuclei.
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VOLCANOLOGY

A large magmatic sill complex
beneath the Toba caldera
K. Jaxybulatov,1,2,3 N. M. Shapiro,3* I. Koulakov,1,2

A. Mordret,3 M. Landès,3 C. Sens-Schönfelder4

An understanding of the formation of large magmatic reservoirs is a key issue for the
evaluation of possible strong volcanic eruptions in the future.We estimated the size and level
of maturity of one of the largest volcanic reservoirs, based on radial seismic anisotropy.
We used ambient-noise seismic tomography below the Toba caldera (in northern Sumatra)
to observe the anisotropy that we interpret as the expression of a fine-scale layering
caused by the presence of many partially molten sills in the crust below 7 kilometers.This
result demonstrates that the magmatic reservoirs of present (non-eroded) supervolcanoes
can be formed as large sill complexes and supports the concept of the long-term
incremental evolution of magma bodies that lead to the largest volcanic eruptions.

T
he size and type of a volcanic eruption
depend on the processes that occur in the
magmatic reservoirs in Earth’s crust. In
particular, the largest eruptions require the
building of extended pools of viscous gas-

richmagmawithin the crust (1–3). In the present
study, we investigated the magmatic system that
produced one of the strongest eruptions in the
Quaternary: the Toba event that occurred 74,000
years ago in northern Sumatra, Indonesia (Fig. 1),
and emitted at least 2800 cubic kilometers of
volcanicmaterial (4). This catastrophe is believed
to have affected the global climate and to have
had a strong impact on the biosphere (4, 5). The
eventwas preceded during the previous 2million
years by at least four other eruptions in nearby
locations thathadvolcano explosivity indices above
7 (4). The generation of this exceptional sequence
of eruptions could be possible with the existence
of a very large magma reservoir in the crust that
formed over a long period of time (>1 million
years) (6). Considering the relatively short period
of time that has passed since themain Toba event,
the structures that were responsible for the for-
mation and functioning of this reservoir are ex-
pected to be well preserved in the Sumatra crust
to date. Combined with previous geophysical in-
vestigations, the new data presented here pro-

vide us with information about the structure of
the Toba volcano-magmatic complex and help us
to better understand the internal structure and

ascentmechanismof largemagmavolumes through
the crust before their super-eruptions.
Geological observations of eroded and exposed

past volcanoes and geodynamic models indicate
that volcano-magmatic reservoirs evolve over
long periods of time and grow in small increments,
with the formation of dykes or sills (2, 3, 7–9).
However, the exact mechanisms involved in the
ascent and emplacement of the magma in the
crust beneath active volcanoes are not yet com-
pletely understood, mainly because of the lack of
detailed informationabout the structures of volcano-
magmatic complexes below volcanoes in their
most productive phase. Large-scale images of zones
affected by melts can be obtained with magneto-
telluricmethods (10) andwith seismic tomography
(11). Some signatures of large crustal intrusions
can also be detected by receiver functions (12).
However, the individual dykes or sills withinmag-
matic complexes that have metric or decametric
thicknesses (7) cannot be deduced from geophys-
ical imaging alone, and as layered intrusions, their
interpretation requires additional geological in-
formation (13).
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Fig. 1. Topographic map of the Lake Toba region. Blue triangles, locations of the seismic stations;
black line, profile for cross sections shown in Fig. 3; red circles, locations where 1D inversion is
illustrated in figs. S6 and S8. (Inset) Location of the Lake Toba region within northern Sumatra.
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